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CONNECT
Discuss your 
product needs 
and goals 
with us

EXPLORE
We will give you 
a quote and 
map out what's 
possible

DESIGN & 
ENGINEERING
We will develop 
your solution 
together

BUILD
Drive toward 
launch with a 
functional 
prototype

LAUNCH & 
SCALE
Whatever it 
takes to help you 
build a stronger 
business

 

Connected Product 

Development 

with results 

By DornerWorks 
Even for experienced developers, it can be scary to face  

product innovation alone, especially if it’s not a core  

competency.  

But, you shouldn’t have to be an expert in everything.  

If you are concerned about the future of your products, your business, even your job, DornerWorks can guide you towards 

smarter solutions, raving fans, and a stronger return on your investment.  

iot.DornerWorks.cloud 

sales@DornerWorks.com 

616.245.8369 

 

Create smarter products with the IoT Development Plan 

Environmental Quality Monitoring  
For a client’s environmental quality monitoring IoT device 

troubled with unstable Bluetooth connections, 

DornerWorks engineers were able to locate and diagnose 

the issues, enable faster data transmission speeds, and 

implement a WiFi connectivity test by mobile device.  

The client can now update system assets wirelessly, 

without having to rebuild their entire application. 

Connected Medical Devices  
When a medical device manufacturer 

realized their prosthetic arm technology 

required as many as seven different 

software packages for a technician to 

interface with, they knew it needed updating. 

DornerWorks guided the client toward an 

app that allows technicians ease of 

movement and a faster understanding of 

patient issues.  

The final product was much easier to use, 

outpaced the competition, and found eager 

adoption among pleased healthcare 

providers. 

Revitalize your technology. Enable new features. 
Dexter Laundry achieved an innovative new method of controlling and monitoring their machines by 

developing a smart web-integrated solution with DornerWorks. This set their industrial washers far apart 

from those of other commercial laundry vendors, rising above the noise of a crowded market. 
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Our IoT expertise, your success 

 
One of the most powerful ways to innovate product design is with features that 

delight your customers by letting them focus on their own lives. IoT connectivity can 

differentiate your “smart” products from the competition by providing that freedom. 

DornerWorks has years of experience in application development, software and 

firmware design, which helped guide consumer grill manufacturer Traeger to a 

connected solution for their award winning line of wireless grills.  

We can guide you to your next market-leading product, too. 

 

Leverage your product data to build a stronger business 

 How much money are you letting go by not incorporating product usage data into your development plan?  

DornerWorks can help you understand more about how and why your customers are using your products, and roll out updates to keep 

them excited about those products for years to come. 

 

Staying ahead of the competition is stressful.   

DornerWorks enables INNOVATION and builds the SMARTS into your products that will keep your customers 

coming back for more. Make the most of our capabilities to build your next connected product. 

“The members of your team are 

consistently highly regarded. That is 

why we do not hesitate to send 

difficult technical tasks to your 

team. I am not sure what you guys 

are doing to attract the top talent, 

but we sure like the results.” 

 

—Engineering Manager 

Contact us today 
Start growing your business with standout products you are 

proud of and gain the freedom to focus on what’s important! 

iot.DornerWorks.cloud 

sales@DornerWorks.com 

616.245.8369 

Design 

User Interface (UI) & 

User Experience (UX) 

Industrial Design & 

Mechanical Design 

Cross-Discipline 

IoT Architecture 

Prototyping & 

Beta Test Support 

Development 

Circuit Board Design  

& Layout 

Embedded Software  

& Firmware 

Cross-Platform  

Mobile Apps 

Web Applications  

& Data Stream Processing 

Production 

Testing  

& Integration 

Cloud Service  

Management 

Manufacturing 

Ramp-Up 

App Store 

Submissions 

SaaS 

Cloud Hosting 

& Maintenance 

IoT Over the Air 

Update Service 

Data Visualization 

Platform 
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